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ON BEING
“CONTEMPORARY”

LISA STEELE
“This meditation is itself untimely because it
seeks to understand as an illness, a disability,
and a defect something which this epoch
is quite rightly proud of, that is to say, its
historical culture, because I believe that we are
all consumed by the fever of history and we
should at least realize it.”
- Friederich Nietzsche, Untimely Meditations.
(Unzeitgamåsse Betrachtungen, 1876) (quoted
in “What Is the Contemporary” essays
by Giorgio Agamben, Stanford University
Press, 2009)
What is it to be untimely, to be out of time,
to be in consideration of history – or at least
that which has already happened? Is this,
as suggested by Giorgio Agamben, the very
essence of “contemporary”? If we consider
Nietzsche’s quote in relation to the work of all
three of the graduating MVS Studio students,
each can be deemed to be quite contemporary,
as we see them carefully and strategically peel
back the layers of the various pasts they have
purposefully wandered into.
With her once-living trees, now enshrined
(or, more accurately perhaps, entombed) in
concrete, Deborah Kirk’s grove exists now as
that which is not-forest, not-temple, speaking
of the potential of narrative to be a functional
mnemonic device, able to “reconcile the past
in terms of the present” in her own words.
The Naked Ethnographer, Alberto Suarez’
fictional documentary of a flawed academic
from the 1970s questions the very nature of
truth as it gets interpreted and remembered
– often mis-remembered by the constantly

shifting present. Blake Williams’ journey into
the now implicates the very recent histories
of contemporary visual record keeping. Mining
Google images, Google mapping, Youtube
videos and on-line forums, his works are
quite literally produced from “the cloud” as
current parlance calls the virtual environment
of information and technological infrastructure
suspended somewhere above us, occupying
the space that used to belong to what some
called heaven.
Shared between the MVS Curatorial Studies and
MVS Studio students, the 2010 – 2011 speakers
series again provided the MVS students with
engaging and often provocative presentations.
Helena Reckitt, former Senior Curator of
Programmes at the Power Plant in Toronto
and currently a lecturer at the prestigious
Goldsmith’s College, opened the fall with a frank
and open consideration of her recent exhibition
“Adaptation: Between Species”. (We thank
Helena for not only her talk this year but for all
her valuable input into the MVS programme for
the past several years.) Artists Karl Beveridge
and Carole Conde brought their long-standing,
politically engaged collaboration to the
programme, offering insights into their works
that form a large part of the exhibition “TRAFFIC:
Conceptual Art in Canada 1965-1985”, hosted
at all three U of T galleries this fall. Writer and
editor Andy Payne, our colleague from the
Daniels Faculty of Architecture, Landscape
& Design, presented ideas around notions of
surface and malleability in relation to the work
of several visual artists and architects. Ilan
Sandler spoke of a major public artwork he is

installing in Toronto in the spring 2011. Assistant
Curator of Photography at the Art Gallery of
Ontario Sophie Hackett shared her research
into the historical photography collection at
the Gallery. Director and current head of the
Curatorial Program at de Appel in Amsterdam,
Ann Demeester gave us a profile of a dynamic
and evolving contemporary art centre. The
fall series wrapped up with a presentation by
Dr. Blair French, writer, educator and curator
currently acting as curatorial convener for
SCAPE 2010: Christchurch Biennnial of Art in
Public Space, New Zealand. French was in
Toronto to participate in the closing symposium
that coincided with the exhibition “TRAFFIC:
Conceptual Art in Canada 1965-1980”.
The winter Proseminar series kicked off with
Vancouver-based multi-disciplinary artist Ron
Tereda, here for his first solo exhibition in Toronto
taking place at the JMBarnicke Gallery. Sarah
Robayo Sheridan, Director of Exhibitions and
Publications at Mercer Union, Toronto, took us
through her extensive research that culminated
in “Reunion 1968-2010”, a major restaging – and
indeed reimagining - of the legendary chess
match between Marcel Duchamp and John
Cage in Toronto in 1968. The series will conclude
this year with talks by artist and theorist Tom
Sherman who will address “The Media Arts
in 2025”, the newly appointed Executive
Director, Curatorial Affairs at the Art Gallery of
Ontario, Elizabeth Smith and finally Philip Monk
writer and Director/curator, Art Gallery of
York University who will speak of some of his
current international projects in development.
This year, we thank the writer/curator for the
MVS Graduating exhibition, writer Dot Tuer
whose clearly written texts allow access to
the works of great diversity, conceptually and
materially, that have been produced by our
graduating MVS Studio students. And thanks
also to Philip Jonlin Lee and his team at Linseed
Projects for his beautiful and thoughtful design
of this catalogue.

Within the University of Toronto, there are many
people to thank. Graduate faculty who served
on panels this year include: George Hawken,
Marla Hlady, David Hlynsky, Alexander Irving,
Will Kwan, Sue Lloyd, Tanya Mars, John Massey,
Ed Pien, Susan Schelle, Shirley Wiitasalo,
Joanne Tod, Kim Tomczak. Special thanks to
all the administrative staff in our department
Joanne Wainman, Vicky Dingillo and Louise
Kermode and especially to Gaby Binette Sparks,
Graduate Assistant in the Department of Art
Graduate Studies, whose efforts are greatly
appreciated by all our the MVS applicants as
well as our current students.
And finally, we thank the Department of Art
for providing on-going support for the MVS
programme as well as crucial funding for this
catalogue. We thank Carl Knappett, Graduate
Program Director (Art History) who has
provided the MVS with valuable advice and
guidance and our chair Elizabeth Legge for her
continued support and assistance in helping us
to further our aims throughout this year. We
thank the Faculty of Arts & Science for on-going
support of our students, especially the Dean of
Arts & Science, Meric Gertler, who continues to
demonstrate a strong commitment to studio
practice in the visual arts.

Lisa Steele, Graduate Program Director, MVS
Department of Art,
School of Graduate Studies,
University of Toronto
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Modernity is the transient, the fleeting, the
contingent; it is one half of art, the other being
the eternal and the immovable.
- Charles Baudelaire: The Painter of Modern
Life, 1863.1
The Leslie Street Spit is North America’s most
remarkable public urban wilderness. It is a
5-kilometre long peninsula, built by lakefilling,
that juts into Lake Ontario close to downtown
Toronto. Started 40 years ago, it was intended
to be a breakwater for harbour expansion,
which was not needed due to a decrease in lake
shipping. Now, the Spit - as it is lovingly called by
the people of Toronto - has been transformed
by nature into an extraordinary wildlife reserve,
where humans can find a car-free refuge from
the hustle and bustle of the city and enjoy a quiet
time amid unmanicured vegetation.
- Friends of the Leslie Spit website, 2011.2
History wrecks its revenge on representational
security as essentialism and constructivism
oscillate wildly in a death-struggle over the
claims of mimesis to be the nature that
culture uses to create a now-beleaguered
second nature.
- Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity: A
Particular History of the Senses, 1993.3
If one were to take an early modernist cue
to describe Deborah Kirk’s artistic stance,
it might be that of the flaneur. But whereas
Baudelaire’s flaneur wandered aimlessly
through the rush of city crowds to experience
the transience of modernity, Kirk wanders
through the urban landscape attentive to the
scaffolding of half-finished edifices that rise
from previously demolished streetscapes.
This transience of the built environment is one
source of inspiration for Kirk’s post-minimalist
sculptural practice. The other half of Baudelaire’s
equation for modern art—“the eternal and the

immoveable”—finds its postmodern equivalent
in Kirk’s fascination with wildlife sanctuaries and
conservation reserves. While society maintains
an ideological investment in reifying “nature” as
an entity distinct from the culture that makes it,
Kirk is interested in how these sanctuaries and
reserves are manifestations of a “fundamental
hybridity” that resists categorization.4 Drawing
from Manuel DeLanda’s assemblage theory,
which posits a social ontology of entities that
come into being and are constantly shifting as
heterogeneous parts made whole through
historical processes,5 Kirk exteriorizes the
heterogeneity of these parts in her sculptural
objects, creating assemblages through
strategies of mimesis and disjuncture that
impel us to reflect on the precariousness of the
nature/culture divide.
Perhaps nowhere is the paradoxical desire to
imbue the urban landscape with an entity called
“nature” more in evidence than at Toronto’s Leslie
Spit. As the Friends of the Leslie Spit so proudly
proclaim, it is “nature” that has transformed
the rubble from demolished buildings into an
“extraordinary wildlife reserve” that serves as
a refuge from the rush of city crowds. During
Kirk’s first year of study in the MVS program,
she reversed the terms of this transformation
by making visible the historical processes
of human intervention. Through a labourious
process of casting in cement the refuse that is
found in the Leslie Spit—bricks, plastic bottles,
nails, metal scraps, and rounded stones from
the lake’s shoreline—an installation took shape
in her Spadina Crescent studio. After first piling
the finished cast objects in a corner of the studio,
Kirk returned the urban wilderness of the Leslie
Spit to landfill. Formally reminiscent of Joseph
Beuys’s Fat Corner process works of the 1970s,
the installation’s material reality was opposite
in intent from Beuys’s shamanistic evocation of
the organic to signify impermanence. Mimesis

1 Charles Baudelaire, “The Painter of Modern Life.” Selected Writings on Art and Literature (New York: Penguin Books,
1972), 403.
2 http://www.friendsofthespit.ca. Accessed on February 25, 2011.
3 Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity: A Particular History of the Senses (New York and London: Routledge, 1993), xiv.
4 Deborah Kirk, “Narrative Time and other digressions,” unpublished paper, 3.
5 Manuel DeLanda, A New Philosophy of Society: Assemblage Theory and Social Complexity (London and New York:
Continuum, 2006), 3-11.
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wood, flagging tape, work lamp, sand bags; 2011
Inter alia (right); details; 2011
previous page: Inter alia ; detail; 2011
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rather than essence lies at the core of Kirk’s
transformative impulse. Through making copies
of demolition waste that had been transported
from the city to the Spit to become “nature,” Kirk
reveals the second nature of “nature” to be a
continual assemblage of composite parts.
In DeLanda’s theory of assemblage relations,
he argues that “any process that either
destabilizes spatial boundaries or increases
internal heterogeneity can be considered
deterritorializing.”6 Kirk’s sculptural process
does both. Her remaking of the Leslie Spit in
her studio destabilizes the spatial boundaries
of “urban wilderness” while increasing the
internal heterogeneity of its landfill objects.
For her graduating exhibition, Kirk expands
this sculptural process of deterritorialization
by conjoining mimesis and disjuncture. In her
gallery installation, the nature/culture divide is
more overt; the composite parts more jarring.
Objects recast in cement still constitute the
mimetic dimension of her practice. Only now,
they are literally bases that hold upright strippeddown birch trees. While it would be tempting
on first impression to interpret this artificial
grove as a commentary on clear-cutting
and the destruction of the natural landscape,
the heterogeneity of the cement bases and
the additions of surveyor’s tape, scaffolding
poles and jack-screw braces, sand bags, and
a portable industrial light pose an alternate
narrative. The varying dimensions of the cement
bases—with some fluted like classical columns
and others cast with machine-cog protrusions—
and the interspersion of construction materials
amongst the stripped-down trees evoke as
many associations with development sites
and managed woodlots as with a desecrated
wilderness. The accompanying audio piece in
the cloister outside the gallery recreates the
tone of tolling bells from extracts of construction
sounds and the clang of a pile driver, heightening
the discordance between causality and
convergence. Reversing once more the terms
of transformation that govern the nature/
6
7
8
9

culture divide, Kirk lays bare the assembling and
dissembling of the built environment, whether
forest or city.
In so doing, Kirk’s sculptural practice
should be understood as a counterpoint
to phenomenological concerns of the
minimalist and land-based art of the late
1960s and early 1970s. For Rosalind Krauss,
the expanded field of sculpture, as epitomized
by Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty (1969-70),
sought to “supplant historical formulas with
the experience of a moment-to-moment
passage through space and time.”7 Kirk’s
installation eschews historical formulas but not
historicity. Rather than anchoring temporality
to the material immediacy of the object,
her assemblages decode this immediacy
as inseparable from the historical forces of
accumulation. Objects accrue meaning through
contingency rather than through the conscious
act of knowing.
In her thesis paper, Kirk states that she sought
“to treat the objects as modern day ruins,
enacting a kind of accelerated archaeology.”8
By assigning to the composite parts of her
assemblage the signification of decay, her
installation destabilizes temporal as well as
spatial boundaries. According to Krauss, the
expanse of lake and sky that framed Spiral
Jetty decentred the experience of the viewer,
but the material actuality of the spiral as
“phenomenological evidence” remained a
constant.9 Kirk asks us to forego this constant.
In her assemblages, monumentality gives
way to its ruins, the decentering of experience
to the deterritorialization of apperception. The
viewer, like the artist, becomes an archeologist,
piecing together a material actuality from
composite parts as evidence of historical
processes. Confronted with the contingency of
this material actuality, we are left to contemplate
how our own being and becoming in the world
are as subject to continual transformation as the
second nature of “nature” that culture makes.

Ibid., 13.
Rosalind Krauss, Passages in Modern Sculpture (Cambridge, Mass. And London: MIT Press, 1977), 282.
Kirk, “Narrative Time and other digressions,” 8.
Krauss, 282.
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above left: (A)Work in Progress ; installed Leslie Spit; one ton;
Portland Cement; 2010
above right: (A)Work in Progress ; detail
below: (A)Work in Progress ; one ton; Portland Cement; 2010
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Born: 1973, Canada

EDUCATION
2011

University of Toronto, Master of Visual Studies

2008

Carleton University, Graduate coursework, Contemporary Curatorial Practices

2003

Simon Fraser University, Bachelor of Fine Arts

DISTINCTIONS AND AWARDS
2010/11 Ontario Graduate Scholarship
2009

University of Toronto Fellowship

2003

Dean’s List, Simon Fraser University

1997

Simon Fraser University Scholarship

SELECTED EXHIBITION RECORD
2010

Projects Class, University of Toronto Art Centre, Toronto, ON

2010

Exhibition and Screening, University of Toronto, ON

2005

Crossroads, Installation on NCC grounds, Ottawa, ON

2005

Fathers of Confederation, Installation, Morrisburg, ON

2003

101 Frames, Charitable Auction, Ottawa, ON

2003

Glimpse, SFU Graduation Show, Vancouver, BC

2002

‘Are You Cathy?’ Intervention on the NAG grounds, Ottawa, On

2001

Propaganda, Affiliated Artists, Vancouver, BC
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ARTIST TALKS
2010

University of Toronto, Visual Studies enhanced tutorial. Process Driven Practice

2009

University of Toronto, Visual Studies enhanced tutorial. (A) Work in Progress

PUBLICATIONS
“Modern Metaphors”. Fuse Magazine, Vol. 33, No. 4 (Fall, 2010) p.42.
“Orientalism and Ephemera: Re- Imagining the ‘East’’’. Fuse Magazine, Vol. 31, No. 3
(Summer, 2008) pp. 34-38.
“The Everyday: Work and Leisure”. Black Against White: John J.A. Murphy Master of the
Modern Wood Engraving. Ottawa. Carleton University Art Gallery, 2008, pp. 2-4.
“In- Between, Part 1: An Exercise in Mediation”. Gallery 101. Ottawa, Winter, 2004.
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
2011		

Course Instructor, VIS 130. Department of Art, University of Toronto.

2009		

Teaching Assistant, VIS 120. Department of Art, University of Toronto.

2003/05

Volunteer, Gallery 101, Ottawa.
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ALBERTO SUAREZ
SHAMANISM, POSTCOLONIALISM, AND
THE WILD MAN ETHNOGRAPHER
by Dot Tuer

ALBERTO SUAREZ

The first thing that struck me when I came here
[Canada] was the awful noise—I couldn’t escape
it no matter I went, no matter how quiet was the
place or how peaceful, there was this annoying
noise like constant static in the background
behind everything I felt and thought. I began to
realize that this white noise was always in the
background like some kind of soft interference
in my thought processes: my memories and
longing for home would never leave me, never
give me peace. Sometimes I would find myself
replaying moments of my childhood in my mind,
repeating the words of my grandmother talking
to me as a child. Each time I felt like a needle
pierce my heart. I felt empty; gray, like a ghost,
neither in this world or another, a pale imitation
of myself. All of my vivacity and charm had
completely evaporated. Not able to fully take
pleasure in anything, the taste of food, the sound
of the birds singing, the beauty that I could find
around me, even in the city.
-Ernesto Dominguez, Field Research Journal
Entry, 1975.1
Mastery is no longer possible. The West as
mirrored in the eyes and handiwork of its Others
undermines the stability which mastery needs.
What remains is unsettled and unsettling
interpretation in constant movement with itself what I have elsewhere called a Nervous System
- because the interpreting self is itself grafted into
the object of study. The self enters into the alter
against which the self is defined and sustained.
.... For just as nature abhors a vacuum, so the
vertiginous cultural interspace effected by the
reflection makes many of us desperate to fill it
with meaning, thereby defusing disconcertion.
To resist this desperation is no easy task. After
all, this is how cultural convention is maintained.
-Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity: A
Particular History of the Senses, 1993.2
Like the postcolonial subject, the exile or
immigrant too lives in a state of liminality, an
interstitial space between adopted country and
country of origin, between present quotidian
reality and memory. The surreal in-between
space of being neither here nor there
expounds on the unstable nature at the heart
of theatricality itself, on the performance of self

in a time when identity is no longer concrete
or certain, where connection to others seems
increasingly remote and mediated despite
our growing proximity, and where the very
parameters of consciousness are shifting. This
liminality expresses my own experience here in
Canada very well. Torn between a past identity
in my homeland of Colombia and a developing
new identity, I am still discovering daily who the
self is behind the mask.
-Alberto Suarez, “The Naked Ethnographer,”
2011.3
Alberto Suarez is an artist with an archival
mission, the magnitude of which I first realized
when, on a bitterly cold day in January, I visited
his cavernous studio at 1 Spadina Crescent. I
knew of his previous work as an experimental
filmmaker whose ethnographic approach to
his subjects explores the complex fissures of
the postcolonial condition that situates them
between homeland and place, remembrance
and politics. I had expected to view a new
film in progress. Instead, I found the studio in a
chaotic state. On chairs, tables, and the floor,
there were scattered piles of photographs,
books, letters, field research journals,
documents, sketchbooks, and film canisters
belonging to Ernesto Dominguez, a Colombian
anthropologist who had immigrated to Canada
in the mid-1970s. Although Dominguez taught at
the University of Toronto in the early 1980s, and
achieved certain notoriety for his unorthodox
ethnography on the shamanistic rituals of the
indigenous peoples from the Putumayo region
of Colombia, he died in obscurity in 2001 and I had
never heard of him. It seems fitting that Suarez,
who also immigrated to Canada from Colombia,
would be the one to rediscover Dominguez’s
existence. That Suarez had chosen to dedicate
his master’s graduating exhibition at the
University of Toronto to representing his fellow
countryman’s legacy through a collection of
artifacts suggests to me that there may be
further affinities between them.
Before considering what these affinities may
be, I want to remark upon the meticulousness
and depth of Suarez’s archival investigation. As
an historian, I am acutely aware that Dominguez

1 Cited in Alberto Suarez, “The Naked Ethnographer,” 2011. Unpublished thesis paper.
2 Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity: A Particular History of the Senses (New York and London: Routledge, 1993), 237.
3 Suarez, “The Naked Ethnographer.”
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these pages: Prepararion for the Ayahuasca Expereince, Alto
Putumayo Jungle - Colombia 1981 (left); Transmutations (right)
35mm film stills; photos by Christopher Turner; 1981
The Ethnographers Office (below); digital print; 185cm x 45cm;
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is not an easy subject to research. While
Dominguez wrote several scholarly books, they
were published in Spanish in Colombia, and are
unavailable in Canadian libraries. After moving
to Canada, he favoured workshops, happenings,
and talk shows over academic journals to
promote his theories about the ecstatic states
of altered consciousness induced through
polyamorous sexuality, shamanistic rituals,
and psychotropic drugs. He also turned to
filmmaking, drawing, and painting to express the
essence of his spiritual-sexual anarchism. After
being arrested on charges of immorality and
drug possession in the mid-1980s, Dominguez
was fired from his position at the University
of Toronto. As bouts of despair and mania led
to an increasingly itinerant lifestyle, most of
his personal belongings, artworks, and films
were dispersed or lost. I can only imagine how
difficult it was for Suarez to secure the material
evidence of Dominguez’s existence by coaxing
landlords to look in their basements for boxes
left behind by a renter who had not paid his bills,
or to convince old friends, lovers, and colleagues
to part with objects they had kept in memory
of an academic whose brilliance was at turns
charismatic and erratic, unconventional and
enigmatic.
Even the most cursory glance at the chronology
that Suarez has compiled and the biography he
has written of Dominguez’s life to accompany
the gallery display of artifacts reveals just how
unconventional and enigmatic an academic he
was. From forays in the jungles of the Putumayo
region to ingest Ayaguasca—a powerful
hallucinogenic plant also known as yagé—with
Francisco Piaguaje, a famous shaman who
died in 2007 at the age of 93, to a passionate
affair with a Turkish belly-dancer, Nazmiye
Kaya, whose death in an airline accident in
1979 contributed to the instability of his mental
health, Dominguez fully embraced the bodily
manifestations of the ideas he theorized. As
he actively proselytized his theories through
multiple sexual relationships with his students
and holding Ayahuasca rituals at his house, one
cannot help but suspect that the conservatism
of Toronto’s Anglo-Saxon elite and disciplinary
boundaries of the anthropological profession

played a part in the obscurity that shadowed
the final years of his life. On the other hand,
the dramatic trajectory of Dominguez’s
intellectual journey from medical student in
Colombia to free-love shaman and professor
in Canada—seemingly more fictional than real
in scope—explains why Suarez was compelled
to relinquish his filmmaking ambitions to the
archival mission of bringing Dominguez’s
existence to the attention of another generation
of Canadians.
There may be other reasons that drove
Suarez to this monumental task. In his thesis
paper, Suarez articulates his theoretical
commitment to the “instability of self that lives
within the theatrical”4 in order to propose a
new ethnographic stance for the artist and the
potential of intercultural dialogue. For Suarez,
it is in the ambiguity between the real and the
fictional that the immigrant or exile can express
the subjectivity of inhabiting a liminal space
suspended between an original homeland
and a new home in a foreign land. Might, then,
Dominguez’s theatrical quest to transcend the
boundaries between self and other, body and
mind, the spiritual and the material, through
shamanistic ritual and sexual intimacy represent
for Suarez the realization of a new ethnographic
stance? Has Suarez found in Dominguez an
alter-ego who was able, however provisionally,
to unveil in the instability of identity the potential
for intercultural dialogue?
As an historian who has also sought to piece
together fragmentary evidence of intercultural
dialogue into a narrative of past lives—in my case
how the Spanish conquistadors and Guaraní
peoples in the jungles of Paraguay forged a
complex fusion and contestation of material and
spiritual worldviews in the early 1500s—I know
better than to pronounce with any authority on
the truth-value of Suarez’s archival findings.
However, I do want to mark the significance of
his efforts. While Ernesto Dominguez ended his
life as a pariah of the academic establishment in
Canada, Michael Taussig, who similarly worked
with the shamans of the Putumayo region
and participated in yagé rituals, has achieved
international recognition for his scholarly

4 and 6. Ibid.
5 Taussig, Shamanism, Colonialism, and the Wild Man: A Study in Terror and Healing (Chicago and London: University
of Chicago Press, 1983).
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contributions to the anthropological field. Both
men shared a commitment to reproduce through
their theories of postcolonial identity and culture
the pintas (visions) they experienced while
ingesting Ayaguasca, most notably for Taussig
in his 1987 book, Shamanism, Colonialism, and
the Wild Man: A Study in Terror and Healing.5
That Dominguez’s work has not yet entered the
historical record may be as much a reflection of
the failings of Canada’s multiculturalism as it is a
result of Dominguez’s personal foibles.
In this light, Suarez’s own commitment to
documenting Dominguez’s life and work takes
on an added urgency. As a Colombian who has
made Canada his home, Suarez has found in
Dominguez a fellow traveler who refused to be
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“a ghost, neither in this world or another, a pale
imitation of myself,” but instead undermined
“the stability which mastery needs” through
“the eyes and handiworks of its Others”6 to
challenge the cultural conventions of his era.
Suarez’s master’s thesis exhibition, and the
film he is planning to produce in the future
in collaboration with Dominguez’s daughter,
tentatively titled The Naked Ethnographer,
similarly challenges the cultural conventions
of our era. Suarez becomes a radical
ethnographer who, following in Dominguez’s
footsteps, makes his own artistic presence
manifest by inserting in the gallery space the
multifaceted traces of a shaman wild man to
stand in for the postcolonial condition of the
immigrant experience.

Summer 1976 ; 35mm film still; photo by Emily Scharfstein; 1976
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Born: 1978, Bogota, Columbia. Lives and works in Toronto, Canada

EDUCATION
2011

University of Toronto, Master of Visual Studies

DISTINCTIONS AND AWARDS
In Canada
2009

Canada Council for the Arts, Media Arts

2009-11 University of Toronto Fellowship
2009

Ontario Arts Council, Career Development

2008

National Film Board, Filmmakers’ Assistance

2007

Toronto Arts Council, Emerging Media Artist

In Columbia
2004

Ministry of Culture, La Franja Creation Grant

2003

Fiondo Proimagenes en Movimiento, Short Film Funding Grant

2001

Inravision-Senal Columbia, Producer’s Public Television Fund

SCREENINGS AND BROADCASTS
2009

Lennox Gallery, Toronto, experimental video commissioned by aluCine, 		
The Centri-fuge, 4:10.

2009

Cinecycle, co-presented by Toronto Arts Council, experimental video		
Multi-Levels: Colombia is Passion, 3:22.

2008

National Film Board Mediatheque, Toronto, experimental video,			
The Great Communicator, 3:15.
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2008

“Arts & Minds”, BRAVO, documentary broadcast, Fight or Flight, 23:10.

2007

National Film Board Mediatheque, Toronto, experimental video,			
Searching for Oscar, 3:05.

2007

“Arts & Minds”, BRAVO, documentary broadcast, The Shades of			
Brown, 23:02.

2006

CBC/Radio Canada, documentary broadcast, The Journey, 15:07.

2004

“RTI” (documentary broadcast series, Columbia, January – October, 		
Adan Y Eva, 7:00 x 26 episodes.

2003

Señal Colombia & Ministry of Culture, documentary broadcast,			
Obra Negra, 30:00.

2000

Señal Colombia & Ministry of Culture, documentary/fiction broadcast,		
Destino Contreras, 27:17.

ARTIST TALKS
2011

University of Toronto, Visual Studies enhanced tutorials

2011

University of Toronto, The Man Behind the Mask

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
2011

Course Instructor, VIS 130. Department of Art, University of Toronto.

2010-

Charles Street Video, member

2009

Teaching Assistant, VIS 120. Department of Art, University of Toronto.

2009-11 aluCine Toronto Latin Film & Media Arts Festival, Board Member
2006-09 Trinity Square Video, member
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Space is no longer in geography—it’s in
electronics. Unity is in the terminals. It’s in
the instantaneous time of command posts,
multinational headquarters, control towers, etc.
Politics is less in physical space than in the time
systems administered by various technologies,
from telecommunications to airplanes. There is
a movement from geo- to chrono-politics: the
distribution of territory becomes the distribution
of time.
-Paul Virilio, Pure War, 1983.1
Any luminous point displacing itself in the
visual field leaves behind it a visible wake, the
existence of which we can easily ascertain if we
make sure to keep our eyes really motionless.
The result is that an animated object moving
rapidly will become completely invisible.
-Paul Souriau, Aesthetics of Movement, 1889.2
Reality seen and heard as it happens is always in
the present tense. The long take, the schematic
and primordial element of cinema, is thus in
the present time. Cinema therefore reproduces
the present.
-Pier Paolo Pasolini, “Observations on the Long
Take,” 1980.3
Blake Williams spent last summer doing
research on fireflies. He also looked at structural
cinema, most notably Michael Snow’s films,
most notably Wavelength, and at Bruce
Nauman’s videotaped body-as-sculpture
studio experiments from the late 1960s.
Although it was too late in the summer to find
fireflies to record in “present time,” a series of
single-take videos that he made in his Spadina
Crescent studio in the fall of 2010 alludes to
their bioluminescence. In No Signal, a video
projector’s beam casts a barely discernable
shadow on the wall between a window and the
artist’s desk. The words that appear on the wall,
“No Signal,” alert us to the projector’s lack of
connection with an electronic terminal, whether
computer or DVD playback machine. An eerily

disembodied hand enters the frame and begins
to frantically wave, as if trying to bat away or
catch the light. Almost disappearing through its
flurried motion, the hand disperses the beam
from the projector into a spectrum colour band.
In Space Ship, a sculptural inversion of a Dan
Flavin or James Turell neon work is performed.
Williams installs a single fluorescent tube in
a ceiling fixture and illuminates the darkened
studio in incremental jolts to reveal a row of
inanimate florescent tubes leaning against the
wall. In Charge, the static electricity Williams
generates through the frenzied rubbing of his
sweater produces brief flashes of light from a
fluorescent tube. In A Cold Compress, a flicker
film, the projector is the source of a pulsating
iridescence. In Two Rainbows, documentation
of an installation of two projectors casting
white arcs of light on opposite walls of a room
transforms a stereoscopic mis-en-scene
into dancing colour-band circles through rapid
motion camera pans.
While these studio-based experiments share
an affinity with those of a previous generation
of artists who explored the relation between
the body and the durational gaze of the camera,
they differ in how Williams chose to privilege
the projector’s beam and the motion of the
camera in a spatial configuration. Whereas
Nauman’s video documentation of walking and
stamping in the studio heightens the artist’s
presence, Williams recorded the accelerated
motions of his body to make the phenomena
of light produced by technology’s tools the focal
point of attention. For his graduate exhibition,
Williams has produced single-channel videos
that explore the underlying aesthetic and
political implications inherent in this shift in
agency from the artist to his technological
tools. In Depart (2011) and Coorow-Latham
Road (2011), the camera’s eye is displaced by
motion-tracking software and “present time”
is the domain of Internet’s infinite circulation
of archived quick-time moving images. For

1 Paul Virilio, Pure War, (Columbia: Sémiotexte, 1983), 115.
2 Paul Souriau, Aesthetics of Movement. Trans. and ed. Manon Souraiu (Amherst; University of Massachusetts Press,
1983), 114. Cited in Mary Ann Doane, The Emergence of Cinematic Time: Modernity, Contingency, The Archive 		
(Cambridge, Mass. & London: Harvard University Press, 2002), 83.
3 Pier Paolo Pasolini, “Observations on the Long Take.” October 13:3 (1980), 3.
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this page and previous page: Depart ; stills from video piece;
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Depart, the computer screen is the terminal
that unifies disparate sources of light, including
fireflies, as the “visible wake” of electronic
media. For Coorow-Latham Road (2011), a long
take is constructed by merging still images from
Google Streetview into an illusion of travelling
along a country road.
The opening shot of Depart reveals a barely
discernable image of a rocket booster firing
the STS-124 Space Shuttle into a spinning void
beyond the earth’s atmosphere. It is followed
by a close-up shot of an iguana, whose eye
movements become externalized through the
dotted line of a tracking cursor tool. The next
sequence of shots of a computer screen on
which a software-editing program is displayed
reveals that it is the computer’s tools and not the
camera’s eye that is “seeing” motion in “present
time.” At first, only the cursor tool is visible in a
black box in the middle of the computer screen,
then a video-clip of a view from a plane window
of a sunset and the aircraft’s wingtip appears.
The invisible hand of the artist drags a frame
grab across the sunset until it comes to rest
on the tip of the plane’s wing, whose blinking
light is rendered as a red flame in the sidebar
toolbox. After the tracking cursor analyses
the first ten seconds of the wingtip’s motion,
the video cuts to three full-screen images of
air-control tower flight paths and back to a
Cinemascope widescreen image of the plane
now smoothly gilding through the clouds. While
the toolbox sidebar will not reappear for the
duration of the video, we remain witness to its
effects. In a close-up shot of the plane’s wingtip,
a dotted path formed by the cursor resembles
the Statue of Liberty holding a flame. In a video
clip of a meteor streaking across a city skyline,
the cursor tracks the meteor’s flight path. In a
video clip of children chasing fireflies at dusk, it
retraces the illusive presence of the luminous
beetles. Then the cursor disappears from view.
In the closing sequence of the video, a slow
fade to a field reveals the fireflies’ presence as
almost imperceptible digital light-bits. As the
field dissolves into the “present time” of a slow
camera pan of Williams’ studio space, these
digital fireflies animate the empty space.

The intrusion of “present time” into Depart’s
montage of video-clips retrieved from the
Internet and digitally tracked motion paths is
registered at one other juncture in the video.
After the shot of the meteor streaking through
the sky, the video cuts to the harsh glare
produced by a camera pointed at a mirror in
William’s darkened studio. As viewers, we do
not see “present time” through the camera’s eye,
but are disembodied witnesses to the delayed
trace of its reflected beam of light. In the final shot
of Depart, the schism between “present time”
and its digital retrieval—between seeing and
witnessing — is externalized in the convergence
of the studio and the computer screen. The
“schematic and primordial element of cinema”
of the long take becomes the container for the
digital distribution of time as dancing specters
of light. In William’s subsequent video, CoorowLatham Road, the transformation of physical
space into digital time is rendered imperceptible.
We travel along an archival road of images as
if we were seeing the landscape in real-time
motion through the camera’s eye. At the end
of the video, a 180 degree turn in the camera’s
perspective positions us as witnesses to a
rear-view glimpse of the virtual time and space
we have traversed.
Williams’s rendering of fireflies as archival
traces of light in Depart and the rendering of
the long take as archival traces of space in
Coorow-Latham Road leads to the question
of what constitutes artistic agency in a digital
realm where unity lies in the terminals rather
than in the camera’s eye. The answer Williams
provides rests in merging the structural
language of cinema, and the visible wake
of the Internet’s repository of videotaped
images. Through motion-tracking tools and
montage editing, he mediates the illusion of
space and time created by technology’s tools.
In so doing, he reflects upon how a geography
of electronics shapes our ways of seeing in
“present time” by positioning the viewer as
witness to its archival residue.
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Coorow-Latham Road ; stills from video piece;
20 min.; HD video; 2011
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